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Let me start off with the characters from Lord of The 
Flies

● Ralph
● Jack
● Simon
● Piggy
● Roger
● Sam and Eric



Characters from Percy Jackson

● Percy Jackson 
● Nico di Angelo
● Jason Grace
● Annabeth Chase
● Apollo
● Leo Valdez
● Reyna Ramirez Arellano
● Will Solace



 I'm gonna compare Ralph and Percy Jackson both the main 
characters in both books

So let me start with Percy Jackson

 Percy Jackson was born on August 18, the Greek goddess of the seas, and Sally 
Jackson, a mortal who could see through the mist. He was raised by his single 
mother, Sally Jackson. Percy is named after the famous Greek hero by his mother 
for good luck because his name was one of the only heroes who had a happy 
ending and died a peaceful death. Sally's parents died in a plane accident when 
she was five. When Percy Jackson got older he maintained to get stronger. Percy 
Jackson although got kicked out of six schools. The reason why is because he 
caused lots of trouble in those different schools. Percy Jackson would always 
come to lots of tragic things like monsters trying to attack him too.

https://riordan.fandom.com/wiki/Sally_Jackson
https://riordan.fandom.com/wiki/Sally_Jackson


Ralph Lord of The Flies
Ralph is athletic and he is elected leader towards the beginning of the book.Ralph 
is the primary representative of order. While most of the other boys initially are 
concerned with playing, having fun, and avoiding work, Ralph sets about building 
huts and thinking of ways to maximize their chances of being rescued. For this 
reason, Ralph’s power and influence over the other boys are secure at the 
beginning of the story. However, as the group gradually succumbs to savage 
instincts over the course of the book, Ralph’s position declines while Jack’s rises. 
Eventually, most of the boys except Piggy leave Ralph’s group for Jack’s, and 
Ralph is left alone to be hunted by Jack’s tribe. And his main wish is to be rescued 
and returned to the society of adults. In a sense, this strength gives Ralph a moral 
victory at the end of the novel,



How these characters compare
I feel like both these characters are brave because you have Percy Jackson not 
scared of fighting monsters. And you have Ralph from lord of the flies who is a 
leader and is pretty brave as well. I think bravery is somewhat both these 
characters have. Also the fact that Percy Jackson got kicked out of six different 
schools and kept going and that can take bravery too. And Ralph leading the 
island takes bravery using the conch all these things can take bravery.


